OBTAIN BRAND AND COLOR OF INK(S) AND PROVIDE TO MATT AND DR. KEGELES

If a participant has tattoos on the head/neck as well as elsewhere, follow the logic for both.

MRI PARTICIPANT TATTOO GUIDELINES

SUBJECT HAS TATTOO(S)

IS/ARE ANY OF THE SUBJECT’S TATTOO(S) LOCATED ABOVE THE NECKLINE?

HAVE SUBJECT REVIEW AND SIGN TATTOO WAIVER

IS/ARE ANY OF THE SUBJECT’S TATTOO(S) LESS THAN SIX MONTHS OLD?

OBTAIN BRAND AND COLOR OF INK(S) AND PROVIDE TO MATT AND DR. KEGELES

MRI - MEDICAL IMPLANT PROCEDURE

Does participant have surgical implants of any kind other than dental fillings or permanent retainers?

OBTAIN SURGICAL CONSENT FORM AND VERIFICATION OF DEVICE

CLEARED BY IMPLANTING SURGEON AND VERIFIED BY DR. KEGELES?

Is implant ID Verified and deemed safe at MRISAFETY.COM?

CONSULT WITH DR. KEGELES

CLEARED BY DR. KEGELES?

Investigators:
We ask that you please try to provide this information at least two weeks before the subject’s scan session.

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS ABOUT ANY HEALTH CONDITION OTHER THAN IMPLANTED DEVICES THAT COULD IMPACT THE MRI PROCEDURE, YOU MAY CONTACT DR. KEGELES TO DISCUSS ANY SAFETY CONCERNS THAT A PARTICIPANT MIGHT HAVE, ETC. THIS IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT IF A PARTICIPANT HAS UNDERGONE SURGERY INVOLVING THE BRAIN, EAR, EYE, HEART, DR BLOOD VESSELS...